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Can one mistake destroy the chance of a lifetime? A girl discovers there are many ways of being true in this
magnificent ode to handwritten letters and the shining power of friendship from the author of Dovey Coe, set
in the Appalachian mountains of 1920s North Carolina.

One true friend. Someone shining. That’s all twelve-year-old Arie Mae wants. But shining true friends are
hard to come by deep in the mountains of western North Carolina, so she sets her sights on a cousin unseen,
someone who lives all the way away in the big city of Raleigh, North Carolina. Three unanswered letters
later, Arie Mae learns that a group of kids from Baltimore are coming to spend a summer on the mountain.

Arie Mae loves her smudge of a town—she knows there’s nothing finer than Pa’s fiddling and Mama’s apple
cake, but she also knows Big City folk might feel differently. How else to explain the song catcher ladies
who have descended upon the village in search of “traditional tunes” and their intention to help “save” the
townspeople? But when the group from Baltimore arrives, it seems there just might be a gem among them,
one shining boy who doesn’t seem to notice Arie Mae wears the same dress every day and prefers to go
barefoot. So what if he has a bit of a limp and a rumored heart problem—he also is keen about everything
Arie Mae is keen about, and has all the makings of a true friend.

And so what if the boy’s mother warns him not to exert himself? He and Arie Mae have adventures to go on!
In between writing letters to her cousin, Arie Mae leads her one shining friend on ghost hunts and bear
chases. But it turns out those warnings were for a reason…

“Arie Mae’s openheartedness and yearning for connection make for a deeply poignant story, one with a
richly realized setting and cast. As Arie Mae begins to see her life in a new light, Dowell (The Second Life of
Abigail Walker) examines the clash between city and country life and what true wealth really means”
(Publishers Weekly, starred review).
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From reader reviews:

Rafael Rainey:

Book is definitely written, printed, or outlined for everything. You can understand everything you want by a
publication. Book has a different type. As it is known to us that book is important factor to bring us around
the world. Close to that you can your reading proficiency was fluently. A reserve Anybody Shining will
make you to end up being smarter. You can feel much more confidence if you can know about anything. But
some of you think in which open or reading a new book make you bored. It is not necessarily make you fun.
Why they could be thought like that? Have you seeking best book or suitable book with you?

Marcos Anderson:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone in
everywhere. The information can be a information or any news even restricted. What people must be
consider when those information which is from the former life are challenging to be find than now could be
taking seriously which one works to believe or which one the resource are convinced. If you get the unstable
resource then you have it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you. All those
possibilities will not happen within you if you take Anybody Shining as your daily resource information.

Pablo Bussey:

Exactly why? Because this Anybody Shining is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve waiting for
you to snap the item but latter it will distress you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book close to it
was fantastic author who also write the book in such wonderful way makes the content on the inside easier to
understand, entertaining approach but still convey the meaning totally. So , it is good for you for not
hesitating having this any longer or you going to regret it. This book will give you a lot of advantages than
the other book have such as help improving your skill and your critical thinking means. So , still want to
postpone having that book? If I were you I will go to the book store hurriedly.

Heidi Garcia:

This Anybody Shining is great publication for you because the content which is full of information for you
who have always deal with world and have to make decision every minute. That book reveal it info
accurately using great plan word or we can claim no rambling sentences inside it. So if you are read that
hurriedly you can have whole information in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences
but tough core information with lovely delivering sentences. Having Anybody Shining in your hand like
getting the world in your arm, information in it is not ridiculous a single. We can say that no guide that offer
you world throughout ten or fifteen small right but this e-book already do that. So , this can be good reading
book. Hey Mr. and Mrs. busy do you still doubt which?
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